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FERENC MÓRICZ

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

/ k
Abstract. We consider mainly the series Y^,Ylajk sin 2 x sin 2 y , which

converges to a finite function f(x, y) a.e. if ¿~2J2ajk < oo . We show that

the (Lebesgue) integrability of x~ly~l f(x, y) over the two-dimensional torus

is essentially controlled by the quantity E~-i ££, (£,°!m ¿ZZn ¿jk)"2 • °ur

result is an extension of the corresponding one by M. C. Weiss [4] from one-

dimensional to two-dimensional lacunary sine series.

1. Introduction

First we consider the double sine series

oo     oo

(l.i) Zm ajksin mjx sin nk.y
j=\ k=\

on the positive quadrant T+ = [0, n] x [0, n] of the two-dimensional torus,

where the ajk are real numbers and the m , nk are positive integers satisfying

the Hadamard lacunarity condition in both variables:

m ■,, n,   ,
(1.2) -l^>q>l    and    -^± > q > 1       (;', k = 1, 2...).
v    ' m,      * nk   -

As in the one-dimensional case (see, e.g., [5, Vol. 1, p. 79]), if

oo    oo

(1.3) T,Ea2jk<°°
j=\ k=l

then series (1.1) converges a.e. For the reader's convenience, we sketch a proof
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here. Denote by smn(x, y) and amn(x,y) the rectangular partial sums and

the arithmetic means of series (1.1) with the vacant terms replaced by zeros. It

is well known (see, e.g. [5, Vol. 2, p. 308]) that the double sequence crmn(x, y)

converges a.e. to the finite function f(x, y), which corresponds to series (1.1)

by the two-dimensional Riesz-Fischer theorem, owing to (1.3). On the other

hand, by lacunarity,

(mj+x-mj)(nk+x-nk)smjnk ='«i+1»t+1^rMw.1-'«i"t+1iBrMw.,

-fnJ+xnkam^_Xnk_x+mjnkomrXrnk_x

(we omitted x , y for brevity). Hence, given any e > 0,

('-ä('-^|s"""'(;t'')-/<x,y)l£4£

and, by (1.2),

\smrnk(x,y)-f(x,y)\<^-^2

if j and k are large enough, provided omn(x, y) converges to f(x, y). By

what we have said above, it follows that sm  „ (x, y) converges to f(x, y) a.e.

It remains only to observe that in our lacunary case this is equivalent to the

a.e. convergence of smn(x, y).

Remark 1. Without proof we note that a converse statement is also true. More

precisely, if series ( 1.1 ) converges on a set E of points (x, y) of positive planar

measure, then (1.3) is satisfied. This can be verified by applying a generalized

version of Lemma 1 in §4 below, when the left-hand side of (4.1) is replaced by

//.

oo     oo

J2J2ajk smmjX sin nky
j=\ k=\

dxdy.

Remark 2. The whole § 1 applies to the double lacunary cosine series

and mixed series

2J 2Z Ujk COS mjX C0S nkV
j=\ k=\

^2^2ajk cos mjX sin nky.
j=\ k=\

The methods described below clearly apply to multiple lacunary trigonometric

series, and the extension of the results to the ¿/-multiple case, where d > 3 is

an integer, is straightforward. However, we consider only double series in order

to keep the notation manageable.
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2. Main results

Our goal is to study the integrability of x   y    f(x, y)  over  T+  in the

particular case when ( 1.1 ) is of the form

oo     oo

(2.1) ^^ajksin2Jx sin 2 y =: f(x,y),

7=1 k=\

which exists a.e. in the case of (1.3).

Theorem 1. Assume condition (1.3) is satisfied. If

OO        OO       /     OO        OO \

(2-2) EEEE«i      <»
m=l «=1   \j=mk-n        J

then

(2.3) X-'y-xf(x,y)eL(T2+).

Remark 3. Condition (2.2) is equivalent to the simultaneous fulfillment of the

following three conditions:

/ \ 1/2oo     oo    /     oo oo X

EE   E E a)k\   <°°'

oo oo

^2\ajX\<oo   and    ^|«,fc|<oo.
j=\ k=\

In order to prove that condition (2.2) is also necessary for (2.3) we need the

following assumptions:

oo     I   oo \

(2-4) EEflÍ        <°°       (k = l,2...)
m=\   \j=m        J

and

oo    / oo \ '/2

(2-5) EEai    <o°    u = u2...).
n=l   \k=n        J

These conditions are weaker than (2.2) and a forthcoming explanation makes

them quite natural.

Theorem 2. Assume conditions (1.3), (2.4), and (2.5) are satisfied.  Then (2.3)

implies (2.2).

We observe that condition (2.2) actually implies more than (2.3). To explain
k

this, consider the so-called "row" series (i.e. when k is fixed and sin 2 y is
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deleted in series (2.1)):

oo

J2ajk sin 2Jx =: gk(x)       (k=l,2...)
7=1

and the "column" series

oo

Y,ajk sin 2ky=: hj(y)       (7 = 1,2...).

fc=i

The a.e. convergence of these series follows also from (1.3). According to the

corresponding one-dimensional theorem of M. C. Weiss [4],

(2.6) x~X gk(x) e L(T+)       (zc=l,2...)

if and only if condition (2.4) is satisfied; and

(2.7) y'Xhj(y)eL(T+)       (7 = 1,2...)

if and only if condition (2.5) is satisfied; here T+ = [0, n].

Now it is plain that condition (2.2) implies not only the fulfillment of (2.3)

(by virtue of Theorem 1), but also that of (2.6) and (2.7) (by virtue of the

theorem of M. C. Weiss cited above). And this time the converse is also true.

In fact, if conditions (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied, then we conclude (2.4) and

(2.5), and in turn, we can apply Theorem 2 to deduce (2.2) from (2.3). Thus,

we have the following characterization.

Corollary. Assume that condition (1.3) is satisfied, f(x, y) is the sum of series

(2.1), the gk(x) are the sums of the row series, and the h Ay) are the sums of

the column series of (2.1). Then (2.2) is a necessary and sufficient condition for

the simultaneous fulfillment of the integrability conditions (2.3), (2.6), and (2.7).

These results can be considered as the extension of the theorem of M. C.

Weiss [4] from one-dimensional to two-dimensional lacunary sine series. The

proofs also make use of some ideas occurring in [1, pp. 32-33].

Remark 4. Keeping in mind the more general result of [4] (cf. [1, Theorem

5.27]) we formulate the following

Conjecture. Assume that conditions (1.2) and (1.3) are satisfied, f(x, y) is the

sum of series (1.1), the gk(x) are the sums of the row series, and the hfy) are

the sums of the column series of (1.1). Then the integrability conditions (2.3),

(2.6), and (2.7) are satisfied if and only if

7=1 k=\   \ J   /    V k    '    \i=j l=k        J
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3. Proof of Theorem 1

Let M and N be positive integers. Then we can estimate as follows

(3.1)

7  .= r    r   \n*>y)\dxdy'"»•    L-»-J*2-»->      xy      dXdy

M     N      .n2~m      ,s2""      ,

<TJ2 Í      - y] /J a,t sin 2Jx sin 2 y
7=1 fc=l

+

+

+

/J  y~^ aJk sin 2Jx sin 2 y
7=m+l /t=l

E IE a7/tsin 2;;í: sin 2 j7
7=1 /t=n+l

oo oo

y^    y~^ a .fc sin 2Jx sin 2 y
7=m+l Z:=rc+1

dxdy

=■/')  +/(2>   + /<3>   +/W• JA/iV ^ ''A/A' ^ YA/Af T "'A/TV '

where the empty sums equal zero by definition.

Using the trivial inequality | sin x\ < \x\, the next estimate is elementary:

M     N m     n

C<*2E£2-m-2££ \ajk\ï+k
«1=1 n=l 7=1 k=l

(3.2)

M    N oo    oo<-2EEi^i2^EE2"m^2

7=1 k=l m=j n=k

M     N

7=1 k=l

'jk\

Thus, 7ÍIL is bounded if J2Y, la/tl < °° an<3 tnis is tne case if (2-2) holds.
r(4)To estimate  IMN  we apply an integration by substitution and then the
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Cauchy- Schwarz inequality as follows

(3-3) C

■^inßhßXy

dxdy

= ££/!/m=0n=0Jn/2J"

M     N     /   rn      r

£££ /„/

ffJnl2Jir

oo oo
^k-n

y]    }] aJk sin 2J m x sin 2*  "y

7=m+lk=n+\

1/2

dxdy

2   2
/2   X y

/2T*/2

00 00

2 t ajk sin 2      x sin 2     y
j=m+\k=n+\

1/2

1/2

dxdy

.     M     N     I     00 00

sj££   £ £4
m=0n=0  \j=m+lk=n+l

Hence IMN is also bounded if (2.2) holds.
(21 (31

The estimation of IMN and /^ is an appropriate combination of the above

two techniques. For example,

(3.4)
M     N     n

E~.j-m
ajk sin 2      x

S*£££^-'(/"C|f

j=m+l

1/2

dx

£*
7=m+l

•7*
~j-m

sin 2      x

2

dx

M     N     n /      00

^EEE^i E4

1/2

m=0«=l A:=l

M     N    f     00

,j=m+\

1/2

= ̂ EE   E fl,*
v     m=0/t=l   \7=m+l

This is also bounded if (2.2) holds.

In an analogous way. we deduce that

(3.5)

Combining (3.1 )—(3.5) yields

M    N    /   00 \ i/2

C<^££(£<
v^ 7 = 1 «=0   U=n+1 /

(\  1/2
00    00 \

EE"2jk)   .
7=m £=«        y

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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4. Auxiliary results

In the proof of Theorem 2 we need three lemmas.

Lemma 1. There exists a positive constant C such that for any sequence {ajk}

satisfying (1.3),

(4.1) FIJnl2Jn¡2Jnl2
EEfl7'fcsm 2'x sm 2 y
7=1 k=\

1/2

dxdy>C   ËË' ljk

.7=1 <:=!

Proo/. It follows from the convexity argument first applied by Orlicz [3]. (See

also the proofs of [2, Lemmas 1 and 2] in the case of the two-dimensional

Rademacher system. The crucial property we employ in the proof is that the

double system {sin 27x sin 2 x: 7 , / = 1, 2... ; j < 1} is orthogonal on T+ .)

The integration over [n/2, n] x [n/2, n] instead of T+ is justified by the sub-

stitutions u — K — x and v = n - y .

Lemma 2. If condition (1.3) is satisfied, while condition (2.2) is not, then

1/2 ï
M    N

(4-2)    eem = °
7=1 k=\

M     N    1   00     00

EEEE4
m=\ n=\   \j=m k=n

)        (M,N~* 00).

Proof. Fix a positive integer L, and define the integers p0 and qQ according

to the inequalities

(4.3) p0L<M<(p0+l)L,        q0L<N <(q0+l)L.

We may assume that M, N > L, whence p0 , q0 > 1 . By the Cauchy inequality

and (4.3),

M N Po     %    (p+\)L   (q + \)L

E E M^EE E   E i«,*i
7=Z.+ 1 k-L+l p=\ <j=\ j=pL+\ k=qL+\

(4.4)

Po     % (p+\)L   (q+\)L 1/2

s££M £   £ "jk
p=\ q=\        \j=pL+\ k=qL+\

Pt>     % 1 pL qL
1/2

s££¿   £      £    ££4
p=\ q=\       u=(p-\)L+\ v=(q-l)L+l   \j=uk=v

M     N     I 1/2

s¿££ ££
u=\ v=\   \j=u k-

ljk
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In a similar manner, we conclude that

M        L Pa     L    (p+l)L

EEKJ^EE E *jk\
j=L+lk=l p=\ k=\7=pL+l

Pa     L I (P+\)Li££i"!f £ 4
1/2

(4.5)
p=\ k=\

Pa     L

J=pL+\

pL
1/2

^EEttti   E    E<
p=\k=\^       u=(p-\)L+\   \j=u

/ \   1/2
.        M     L     I   oo
1     OT-ilr>   2

ljk

s™ET £ «,*
w=l fc=l   \y=«

The symmetric counterpart of (4.5) says that

L        N

%       1/7        I    <T    —

L1'2
(4.6)

.        L     N    / oo \ '/2
1      v-^v-v / v^    2   \

EE M^tÍ7tEE(E4
7=1 fc=£+l ^        7=1 u=l   Vt=ü        /

Since L is fixed and condition (2.2) is not satisfied, we infer that

(4-7) ttK\ = o
7 = 1 fe=l

M    N    I  oo    oo

EEEE«
«=1 îj = 1   \ 7=w Zc=w

1/2)

(M, TV^oo).

Taking into account that L can be fixed as large as we want, the combination

of (4.4)-(4.7) proves (4.2).

Lemma 3. If conditions (1.3), (2.4), azzúf (2.5) are satisfied, while (2.2) is not,

then

(4.8)
M     N    I  oo

m=\ k=\   \j=m

1/2

fk
= 0<

M     N    i   oo    oo

EE EE<
m=\ n=\   \j=mk=n

1/2

%
}        (M,N^oo)

Proof. Introducing the notation

1/2

^mk -

simplifies (4.8) as follows

m    N

E« (m,k=l,2...)

(4.9)

M     N     / oo \  l/2'

EE'-- ££ E<<mZr
(M, tV-kjo).

m=l A:=l m=l n = l   \/c=«
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Again we choose a positive integer L and, analogously to (4.5), we conclude

that

M        N .        M     N     / oo \i/¿

(4-10) EE^4EEE4    ■
m=\k=L+\ L'       m=\v=\   \k=v )

Condition (2.4) is reformulated as

oo

E^*<°°       (k=l,2...).
m=\

Since L is fixed and condition (2.2) is not satisfied, hence it follows that

ML (   M     N    ( oo \'/2l

(4-11)     EE^=° EEE4 (*.*-«>).
m=l k=\ (m=lB=l   \i:=n /        J

Collecting (4.10) and (4.11) yields (4.9) to be proved.

5. Proof of Theorem 2

We use the notation introduced in (3.1). By Lemma 1,

(5.1)
M     N      „n     rK

C>4££/771   m=Qn=0Jnl2Jn

oo oo

y y Ojk x sin 2      x sin 2     y

7=m+l Z:=n+1

1/2
. s-,     ¡VI        /v        / OO OO

4C  v^ V^  I     v^      V^      2
7*

M     N     Í     oo oo

:^££   £ £<

dxdy

71     m=0n=0  \^7=m+l fc=n+l

(cf. (3.3)). Analogously to (3.1), we also have

(5 2) /(4)   </      +/(1)   +I{2)  + /(3)vJ-z/ 'mn-'mn^imn^1mn^'mn-

Now, the assumption that (2.2) is not satisfied results in a contradiction. In

fact, if condition (2.2) is not satisfied, then the application of Lemmas 2 and 3

(together with the symmetric counterpart of the latter) furnishes

(5.3) Imn = o(iZ)       (¿=1,2,3).

Here we took into account estimates (3.2), (3.4), (3.5), and (5.1). By assump-

tion IMN is bounded, so (5.2) contradicts (5.3). Consequently, (2.2) must be

satisfied.
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